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Abstract-Quantitative analysis of a primate photoreceptor lattice shows that the fovea1 lattice is a highly 
regular hexagonal structure with a positional correlation length of at leas& 130 photoreceptors. This result 
indicates that the photoreceptor lattice is not sufficiently disordered to prevent aliasing in the fovea. but 
rather could provide the metric with which the visual system determines spatial separation even for tasks 
involving hyperacuity. 

Photoreceptor lattice Hyperacuity Aliasing 

There is a growing recognition that the ~b~tore~e~tor 
lattice must play a fundamental role in spatial vision 
(Williams and Collier, 1983; Miller and 3ernard, 
1983; Yellott, 1982; Hirsch and Hylton, 1982). The 
question of how accurately the photoreceptors are 
placed in the lattice then becomes of considerable 
importance, and two quite different views of the 
consequences ofimperf~ctio~s in the lattice have been 
proposed. We have recently presented evidence sug- 
gesting that spatial intervals are measured by count- 
ing points in a cortical lattice which is derived from 
the photoreceptor lattice. From this point of view, the 
photoreceptor lattice is the basic geometrical instru- 
ment for measuring distances and any randomness in 
the spacing of photoreceptors will limit the accuracy 
with which the measurements can be made. 

an adult primate (iVac@ca fctsciettfaris) using an 
electron micrograph of a section taken tangent to the 
external lirn~ti~g membrane (ELM) cfose to its scleral 
side (Miller, 1979). Our analysis is based on mea- 
surements of the positions of the centers of about 100 
cone inner segments in the central fovea (Fig. I). 

A conflicting view suggesting that randomness in 
the photoreceptor Lattice is desirable as an anti- 
abasing rn~cha~~sm has also recentfy been proposed 
(Yellott, 1982). Actually this argument requires not 
random (unknown} errors in position but rather an 
irregular lattice formed of photoreceptors whose 
individual positions must be accurately known. If the 
photoreceptor positions had truly random (un- 
known) errors large e~o~~b to prevent aliasing, seri- 
ous degradation of the high frequency content of an 
image would occur (French ei al.. 1977). Thus if the 
photoreceptor lattice were highly disordered one 
would be left with the question of exactly how the 
positions of the individual photoreceptors were deter- 
mined by the visual system. 

This lattice was chosen for analysis rather than that 
published by Poiyak (19~7) and studied by Yellott 
(1982) because the Polyak lattice is a photograph of 

a whole mount that appears to be focused near the 
level of the outer segments. The outer segment lo- 
cations are irrelevant for positional analysis since the 
outer segments are basically light guides for photons 
that enter the cones at the inner segments. The outer 
segments may also be subject to substantial positional 
distortion since they are embedded in a semifluid 
extracellular matrix. In contrast, the positions of the 
inner segments are fixed at the ELM by desmosomes, 
after which they taper and increase in refractive index 
to become fight guides, providing the mechanism by 
which the cones form separate optical channets. Thus 

the inner segment at the ELM is the spatial aperture 
of the cone for its photon catching function and its 
position specifies cone location for the purpose of 
image reconstruction. We further note that the Miller 
lattice displays ctearfy higher spatial quality than the 
Potyak lattice. Given the ~~~~ke~~hood of accidentally 
i~trod~~~~g order into an ;~it~al~y disordered lattice, 
the more orderly lattice must be more representative 
of the intact retina. 

RESULTS 

To study the question of photoreceptor lattice Figure 2ja) is a hjstogr~m of the distances between 
quality we have analyzed the fovea! cone mosaic from the centers of all pairs of photoreceptors in our 
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Fig. 2. (a) Histogram of distances between all pairs of 
photoreceptars in the sample &own in Fig. I. The first peak 
shows the distribution of distances between the centers of 
nearest ~e~~bo~. (b) Histogram of aI1 a&es street the 
h~r~~o~~al axis and the fines ~~ne~t~~~ the center of each 
p~oto~~~tar to the center of its nearest neighbors. The six 

peaks demonstrate a high quality hexagonal lattice. 

sampie, There is a very distrait peak ~~rr~s~o~di~g 
to the nearest neighbor distance (which we call rirtg 
l). The r,m,s. width of the peak (standard deviation 
of the nearcst,neighbor distance) is 0.077 times the 
mean separation between nearest neighbor photo- 
receptors and drops to ~.~7~ when the c~~tr~b~tion 
from our measurement error is removed. This is 
comparable to the maximum tolerable s~a~j~g error 
(0.078) estimated betow From human psychophysical 
results. 

Figure Z(b) shows a histogram of the angles be- 
tween the horizontal axis and the fines ~o~n~~t~~g the 
center of each photoreceptor to the center of its 
nearest neighbors where nearest neighbors are 
defined as any pair whose center to center separation 
is less than the maxjmum nearest neighbor distance 
shown in Fig. Z(a). This figure shows a wet! de~ned 
set of directions with hexagonal symmetry (60’ spac- 
ing) which determine the orientation of the lattice, 
and is ~~~siste~t with previews ¶~~~jt~t~ve obser- 
vations of retina1 structure (~o~we~~ el a!., t980: 
Polyak, 1957). (It has been pointed out to us that the 
packing of the lattice approximates a hexagonal 
tessellation with the centers of the receptors forming 
a trian~~~~r lattice.) 

my s~~~~fyi~g the mean nearest neighbor distance 
and u~ent~t~o~ of the iatsise we have fufly deter- 
mined the basis vectors for the lattice, (See Kittef. 

1g71, fclr 3 djj~USjiQR Of Crystal structure. t $Ve r&f-, 

make the Follawin~ ~~~~~~a~~ons. For ;zxh phoit,- 
receptor u-e rake its center to be the origin and u3ct 
the nearest neighbor distance cut determined from 
Fig. 71~) to locate its nearest neighbors. We then 
measure the difference betueen rxpectcd and actual 
positions for the photoreceptors jusr assigned to th2 
ring of nearest ~~i~hb~rs ~ss~~i~~ a 
nal. lattice with the basis vectors detern~i~~d abore. 
The nearest neighbor dist;).nce uut is then used agztin 
IO move out from the nearest neighbors to the ring 
of second nearest neighbors and qairi ttd measure 
the error in actual position versus rho: expected 
position for a perfect be~a~on~~l lattice centered on 
the original photoreceptor. We continur: this process 
urati! all photoreceptors have been assigned to some 
ring and their errors computed. The process is ther! 
repeated with a new photoreceptor :F, the origiri. 

Figure 3 shows a graph of the variance (mean 
syuarr error} En relative position as a function of rirr_e 
number. The data have been ~orma~~~ed so that the 
mean nearest ~ejg~bor ~hotor~~e~t~r dist;lnce jrirlg 
I) is t.0. We plot separately the ~~rnpone~ts OF 

variance parallel and perpendicular to the line which 
joined the photoreceptor at the oripirr and the one 
being tested. The paraflel component corresponds 10 
errors in separntion while the ~er~e~~~~~~~ar com- 
ponent corresponds to errors in or~en~~~t~o~, The 
variance increases linearly with distance (ring num- 
ber), consistent with accumulating uncorrciated ST- 
rors, and the parameters of the best fit straight lines 
are given in Tabie 1. ~e~s~rerne~t error and jitter in 
the Iattice (discussed fx%w) wc)uld tead 10 a positive 
y j~ter~e~~ and appear to be smali. 

RING NllMBER 

Fig. 3. Variance between expected and actual positions of 
photoreceptors vs ring number normalized so that the 
nearest neighbor distance is I .O. Solid circles correspond to 
errfffs in se~ar~tjo~ ~pa~l~e~), and open circles correspand 
to errors in ~~~~t~tjo~ ~~er~e~~~c~~ar~. The curve is it 
~s~&h~~h~s~~a~ estimate of the total parallel varictnce in 

spatial intervat ~~~sur~~~~~ hy humnr?s. 



Fig. I. Cone inner segments at the central fovea in the retina of the monkey, Mpcaca fascicularis, shown 
in a photograph of a I pm thick section tangent to and on the sfferal side of the external limiting 

membrane. Center-to-center distance of cones is 3pm. From Miller (1979) with permission. 
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Table I. Parameters of brsr fit lines variance” ts ring number 

Vwiance Sl0p Inrsrcepr d.f. COEIf. 
_._______ .-.-__ “1-1----- -___-zJ -l_l_.- - 
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L’ncorrrcreri 
Parallel 0.0036 = 0.0002 0.0001 = O.OQO6 8.89 6 0.18 

Perpendicular O.OQ75 f o.oom 0.0021 2 0.0009 1.60 6 Q.S6 

“Variance is expressed in units OS mean ~~~~~-n~~~h~~~ distance squared. 

If we define the positional correlation length of the 
lattice as the distance between two lattice points at 
which the r.m.s. spacing error equals the lattice 
spacing, then the correlation length for the parallel 
component is 178 _C 7 photoreceptors and for the 
perpendicular component the correlation Eength is 
133 f 5 photoreceptors.* 

~4ss~mi~~ that a ~~~~~ff~ff ~~~f~e~~f~~~~ Mice is 

comparable to a human lattice, these anatomical 
results can be compared to human psychophysical 
results. We have found that changes (As) in a spatial 
intervaf s can be correctly discriminated by human 
observers 75’Ii’, of the time when As - 0.025 *s far a 
very large range of s, i.e. from greater than 1 deg of 
visual angle to at least 0.04deg. (See Hirsch and 
Hylton, 1952 for details of the measurement pro- 
cedure.) Assuming a normal response distribution, 
75”; correct corresponds to 0.68 standard deviations, 
and the r.m.s. error is ~.~2j~~.~S or 0.037 times s. 
Since the psychophysical resuh is basically a measure 
of the total parallel (separation} error, it provides an 
upper limit for the parallel component of photo- 
receptor spacing error if the photoreceptor lattice is 
considered as the metric with which spatial intervals 
are measured.f For the smallest value of s we have 
been able to test (0.04 deg) the r,m.s. error As was 
about 0.0013 deg or about one sixth of the center-to- 
center photoreceptor spacing in the fovea. Since this 
value of s corresponds to a span of about 4.5 
photoreceptors, and we naively expect that spacing 
errors will accumulate proportionally to the square 
root of distance, the f~ndam~~ta~ spacing error be- 
tween ne~b~ring photoreceptors must not exceed 
0.037 *,/4.5 - 0.078 times the average photoreceptor 
spacing. This psychophysical limit in humans is 
clearly of the same order as the primate lattice error 
measured above (0.070). 

This argument is shown graphically in Fig. 3 where 
we have plotted the square of the psychophysical 

*We do not understand why the perpendicular variance is 
geater than the parallel. We suspect it is related to the 
distortions discussed later, Note that correlation length 
is a measure of lattice quality and is not related to any 
actual length. 

QWe make the assumption that there is no mechanism for 
measuring the true spatial positions of photoreceptors 
SO that errors in lattice spacing cannot be corrected for. 
We also assume there is no averaging along the 
orthogonal dimension (Westheimer and McKee, 1977). 

limit As = 0.037*s (dashed line) along with the anat- 
omical results. The paratlel variance intersects the 
psychophysical limit slightly below 4 photoreceptors 
indicating that the photoreceptor spacing error is less 
than the psychophys~~a~iy measured total error for 
spatial separations greater than 4 photor~e~tors. 
That is, the psychophysical measurements do not 
require a positional accuracy exceeding the photo- 
receptor lattice accuracy measured above for sepa- 
rations greater than four photoreceptors. Note that 
the ~syc~ophysica1 limit is only established for sepa- 
rations greater than about 4.5 photoreceptors. 

~LlASIKG 

We now turn our attention to the question of 
aliasing. Figure 4 shows the Fourier transform of our 
lattice sampIe along the direction of one of the 
reciprocal lattice basis vectors; the other basis direc- 
tions are quite similar. The frequency axis has been 
normalized to 2/a x l/d, which is the frequency at 
which the first tooth of the alias comb should occur 
for this orientation on a ~exago~ai lattice. There is 
clearly quite severe aliasing, with the first two aliases 
having amplitudes of Ct.8 and 0.5 respectively. 

Now consider the conditions necessary to prevent 
aliasing, which depend both on the degree of disorder 
in the lattice and the size of the reconstruction 
window, Le. the number of sample points available 
simultaneously for reconstructing the image at a 

FOURIER TRANSFORM OF LATTICE SAMPLE 

0 I z 3 4 5 

NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREPUENCY 

Fig. 4. Fourier tnrnsl’orm of the lattice sample. The fre- 
quency irKis has been normalized to the first frequency at 

which aliasing is expected. 
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particular point. (We consider onIy the one dimen- 

sional case). Aliasing occurs because a sinusoid of 
frequency f and a sinusoid of frequency f + l,d. 
where d is the lattice spacing. have exactly the same 
xd~es at the sample points. That is. at the sampie 
points given by _T_~ = .Vd 

and hence the two frequen&jes are ~ndis~~~gu~shab~e 
after sampling. However, if there is an accumulated 

spacing error A(N) over N photoreceptors, the values 
at .T,~ = Nd + A(N) for the two sinusoids are 

and 

respectively, where the effect of the accumulated 
spacing error has been to introduce an effective 
accumulated phase shift A(N)/d whose r.m.s. value 
increases with N. Assume a phase shift of half a cycle 
is necessary to break the coherence and allow the two 
frequencies to be distinguished, a condition in reason- 
able agreement with detailed calculations. Then to 
prevent aliasing we must have ~(~) > ~~~ where 
o(N) is the r.m.s. value of A(N). 

Extrapolating the results above shows that the 
parallel varja~ce D’(N) will not reach d’/4 for N less 
than 45. Thus to avoid aliasing we must atways use 
a sample length of at least 45 photoreceptors, which 
corresponds to a re~o~stru~t~on window cantain~~g 
over 20 complete cycles of sinc(.r). We regard such 
a long range interpolation (nearly 0.4 deg) as very 
un~ike~y~ 

SOURCES OF ERROR AND LI,MMITATiONS QF THE 
ANALYSIS 

While these results establish that the photoreceptor 
lattice is highly accurate, there is a potential problem 
with the data that may have caused the degree of 
error to be severely overestimated. Close inspection 
of the lattice in Fig. 1 leaves the impression that the 
lines formed by nearest neighbor photoreceptors are 

not perfectly straight but rather possess a slight 
degree of curvature. Numerical analysis confirms that 
this is indeed the case and that the lattice is system- 
atically distorted. Further, these systematic errors 
contribute substantially to the increase in variance 
with distance shown in Fig. 3. If these distortions 
were introduced in the preparation process they 

-- 

*We End &at after correcting for e~~ature the v~r~a~~~ 
vs ring number function is still consistent with a 
straight line, but the y-intercept is no longer consistent 
with zero. This could be interpreted a~ the SURI of a 
constant variance due to jitter in the lattice plus 
accumulating uncorrelated errors. However, the exact 
values of the slope and intercept depend significantly on 
the form of the curvature correction. and so we adopt 
the conservative approach and apply na corrections. 

shouid be temoved from the data. and on;3 might even 
argue that, regardless of origin, systemarlc errors are 
correctable and shoutd not be included in this anal- 
ysis. 

We have attempted to correct for this problem in 

a number of ways and conclude that systematic 
distortion appoints for rou~h1~ half of the slope in 
Fig. 3 while decreasing the ring 1 variances oni> 
slightly. (Jitter in the lattice is then significant.) we 

esknate that with the sy~ternat~~ distortions re- 
moved, the correlation lengths may be as much as 40~ 

for the parallel and 200 for the perpendicular com- 
ponents respectively, with the Psyc~o~~~~i~~I limit 
intersecting the parallel variance at about 2.5 photo- 

receptors. Thus we believe the above estimates of 
correlation length are conservative.* 

We note that the results presented here apply 
directly to measurements over spatial intervals less 
than some tens of photoreceptors since we only 
analyzed a section of about 10 x 10 photoreceptors. 
However, the psychophysical measurement of the 
total variance rises as the square of sepa~ti~~ (i.e. 
the r.m.s. error is a constant fraction of the distance 
being measured) while the photoreceptor position 
variance is only rising finearIy over the section we 
analyzed. As tong as the ~h~tore~~pt~r variance rises 
less rapidly with distance than the psychophysical 
variance over long spans the error contributed by 
photoreceptor spacing wit! be neg~j~~~le. (The mea- 
surement of large distances actually requires consid- 
erations that are beyond the scope of this paper.) We 
also assume inhomoge~eitjes in the lattice are unim- 
portant, perhaps requiring that the position mea- 
surement always be done in a sufficiently restricted 
region of the retina. 

In addition to the kinds of random spacing errors 
discussed above which lead to a finite co~e~atjo~ 
length we can distinguish two other kinds of random- 
ness. The first is jitter in the lattice which occurs if 
each point in perfect lattice is given a random devi- 
ation from its expected position. Since jitter does not 
buitd up over distance it will not contribute to the 
slope of the variance vs distance function but only 
contributes to they intercept and appears small when 
the curvature of the lattice is neglected (see Table 1). 
The other form of error we consider is topologj~a~ 
disorder in the mapping from retina to ~orttx, which 

is quite distinct from the essentially geometric disor- 
der considered previously. If we think of the cortex 
as receiving a bundle of fibers o~~~at~~g from the 
retina with each fiber identified onfy by a number, 
then ~op~~o~cal disorder occurs when a sequentially 
numbered sequence of fibers is no2 rnonoto~j~ in 
space due to random cris-crosses in the fiber bundle. 
This effectively causes the apparent positions of two 
pho~o~ecept5rs to be erroneousfy ~n~~~~~a~~~d. Such 
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mapping errors could cause severe problems for 
image reconstruction. but given the long correIation 
lengths estimated for the retina there is probably no 
significant topolo~ca~ disorder at the retinal end of 
the bundle. and it is conceivable that in general such 
errors are eliminated during the formation of the 
visual pathways (Rakic and Riley, 1983). 

In this section we consider the imFlic~tions of 
ordered and disordered lattices for vision. Perhaps 
the most significant aspect of a highly ordered lattice 
is that it is capable of providing the geometric 
informatioff necessary for accurately measuring spa- 
tial intervals. As we have shown above, the primate 
photoreceptor lattice appears to be sufficiently regu- 
lar to serve as the metric for spatial vision, even for 
tasks involving hyperacuity, at least over spans of 
tens of photoreceptors. That is, the distance between 
two photoreceptors is determined to su~ci~nt accu- 
racy for all spatial tasks simply by counting the 
number of intervening photoreceptors. indeed, recent 
psychophysical results have been interpreted as evi- 
dence that the human visual system does in fact 
measure spatial intervals by counting points in a 
neural lattice that is derived from the photorcce~~or 
lattice (II&h and Hylton, 1482, 1984), and the 
results presented here suggest that such a scheme is 
feasible even fur rhe most derna~d~~g visual tasks. fn 
the absence of an orderly lattice to provide geo- 
metrical information, one would have to postulate 
the existence of some cortical m~hanism capable of 
determining the distances between ail pairs of photo- 
receptors to the required accuracy, which is not 
trivial. The existence of an orderly lattice would 
obviate the need for such a complicated spatial 
calibration system. 

Another potentially advantageous property of a 
highly regular lattice is that its topological order 
greatly simplifies the establishment of maps between 
retina and cortex, whether one-to-one or more com- 
plicated. With sufficient regularity at both the retina 
and cortex, structures at each location could develop 
independently but achieve congruence relatively eas- 
ily at some later time. In the simple fiber bundle 
analogy presented above, this basically requires that 
the optic nerves maintain nearest-neighbor re- 
lationships, which is far simpler than requiring that 
each fiber must separately seek appropriate end 
points, or postulating a cortical mechanism capable 
of an arbitrarily complicated ~nscrarnb~i~~, We have 
recently reported that the orientation dependence of 
hyperacuity contains a component with hexagonal 
symmetry, which strongly suggests that the hexago- 
nal packing of photoreceptors is preserved in the 

cortical mechanisms that underlie hyperacuity (Hirsch 
and ~~~10~, 1984). 

A final point, which actually does not require a 
very high degree of geometrical accuracy, is that 
hexagonal lattices have a higher packing density for 
round objects than square or random lattices. This 
has two advantages, as noted by Snyder and Miller 
(1977). First, the increased number of sample points 
per unir area leads to an increase in the average 
Nyquist frequency. Second, the photoreceptors are 
able to cover a larger portion of the total area, 
maximizing the photon catch, It is also worth noting 
that the orientation anisotropies for a hexagonal 
lattice are actually fairly small and substantially 
smaller than for a square lattice since the hexagonal 
lattice is cunsid~ra~ly rounder. [The orientation an- 
isotropy is characterized by 1 __I cos(45’) = 0.29 for a 
square lattice and 1 - ~~(30’) = 0.13 for a hexago- 
naE lattice, considerably smatfer.] 

Now consider the case of a disordered lattice. 
Yellot t (1982) has argued that a disordered lattice has 
the s~~ni~cant advantage of suppressing aliasing. (As 
noted above, this argument requires not a lattice of 
sample points with large unknown errors in position 
but rather a highly irregular lattice of points whose 
individuai positions must be well known.) However, 
we do not agree that the suppression of aliasing by 
an irregular lattice can be of any benefit to vision, at 
least in the fovea. As discussed below there are other 
factors in vision which suppress aliasing under nor- 
mal circumstances anyway, SO that aliasing cannot be 
a major problem in normal vision. More generally, 
aliasing results from undersampling, and under- 
sarn~~i~g has serious consequences for vision that 
cannot be avoided with any sampling scheme. 
Specifically, hyperacuity requires the ability to inter- 
polate between photoreceptors, and this is impossible 
unless there is sufficient optical blurring to spread a 
point image over at least two or three photoreceptors 
in a row (marrow, 1979, ~estbeimer, 1976). The 
consequences of this blurring in the spatial frequency 
domain will be to filter out any frequencies high 
enough to cause aliasing. Thus hyperacuity requires 
a degree of blurring that will prevent aliasing irre- 
spective of the details of the sampling scheme. 

ft is also not obvious to us that ~~dersam~~i~g with 
a regular lattice is any more deleterious to vision than 
undersampling with an irregular lattice. Aliasing per 
z is a symptom of ~ndersampI~~g that is pronounced 
only if the high frequency content of an image is large 
and narrowband. However, for images that are not 
bjghly peaked in the spatial frequency domain (i.e. 
not artificially generated gratings) the effect of undet- 
sampling is basically to introduce “jaggedness” into 
the image whether the sampling is regular or irregu- 
lar. This precludes hyperacuity but has little other 
effect. The seriousness of the jaggedness will depend 
on how much of the total power is at high frequencies 
(above the Nyquist fr~q~ency~ and whether or not it 
is highty concentrated. For realistic retinal images the 
power at high frequencies is apparently neither large 
nor highly concentrated (Carlson and Cohen, 1978). 
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We I~ave shown that the p~o~orece~to~ tatticr is 

not sufficiently disordered to prevent alias& in the 
fovea. However, the folIawirtg mechanisms will pre- 
vent a~~asi~~ under most usual conditions.* 

(a} The Nfquist frequency is higher than usual!? 
estimated. iMany papers in the vision literature state 
that if the COKE spacing is I/ 120 kg, then alias~~g sets 
in above a spatial frequency of 1,‘2d = frOc/deg (e.g. 
YeiIott. 1982) which is uncomfortably near the foveai 
optical cukS frequency, also approxima~el~ 60 c/deg 
(Campbell and Green, 1963, Unfortunately this is 
incorrect and follows from a failure to analyze sam- 

pling in two dimensions. In the t~o-dirn~~~i~na~ case 
the Nyquist frequency depends on orientation+ and 
ranges between 2:.,/j and 4;3 times 1,12~1 for a 
hexagonal lattice, depending on orientation, 
significantly above the optical cutoff frequency. 

(b) The classical analysis of aliasing has a domain 
of aF~~~~~bil~ty bas~~a~~~ limited ta a sin&z still 
picture. The a~~urn~~~~~ that the visuai system has 
aya~~a~~~ only a single sampling of the image is 
questionable. Binocular vision potentiaily doubles 
the spatial sampling frequency, and eye motions 
generate successive independent spatial samples 
which could be. used to resoke aksing ~rnb~~~~t~~s 
when ~~t~~r~~ed over time. 

Yeilott (1982) and others (Snyder, 1983, %Vesl- 
heimer, 1982) have noted that point (a) does not hold 

in parts of the periphery where there is apparently a 
severe rni~~~t~h between optical cutoff frequency 

______~.-S~.__l”*~ _ ..__._ ___ -- 

CByram (1944), Campbell and Green (1965), and recently 
Williams (1983 personal communikation) have reported 
that high contrast spatial frequency gratings above the 
Nyquist frequency appear “wavy”, “splotchy”. or 
‘.sc~nt~l~atjn~~~ and change their shape and position. 
These visual effects are probably due to aliasing under 
very special c~~d~~~o~s and on a lattice which is curved. 
imperfect, and non-stat~o~~~y. 

tThe one dimensional analysis of aliasing shows that 
al&sing witi be avoided if the spatial frequency content 
of an image is restricted to the interval along the spatial 
frequency axis between - l/Zd and l/U, where d is the 
spacing of the sampb points. The Nyquist limits, the 
frequencies at which aliasing sets in, are the end points 
of this internal, 2 l/26. tn two d~rne~s~~~s spatial 
frequencies are vectors, not scalars. The corr~sFonding 
result is that aiiasing will be avoided if the 
2-dimens~onai spatial frequency content is restricted to 
a polygon around the origin in the spatiai frequency 
plane. This polygon is a square For a square lattice and 
a hexagon for a hexagonal lattice with the ~~r~nd~c- 
uIar distance from the oldie ta the sides being U2d and 
i/,G d for the square and hexagonal lattices re- 
spectively, The Nyquist timit is the boundary of the 
polygon, and the rna~~tud~ of the Nyquist frequency 
depends on orientation. We atso note that aliasing in 
two dimensions introduces simultaneous ambiguities 
into both the magnitude slnd orientation of an under- 
sampled grating. since two-d~mensionai ~~iasing in- 
volves s~~t~~ct~~g spatial frequency vectors, not mag- 
nitudes. (See Goodman, I%%, for a discussion of 
sampling in two djmen$i~~s~~ 

and cone sampling frequency. ~c:ua~i~, under- 
s~rn~~~~g by a factor of nearly 2 csn be roicratoif if 
one is onIy intrtestrd in low frequencies. a ~~as~~~~b~e 
description oi the periphery (Green. 19X), Consider 
an optical cutoff frequency of 60~ dep and a one 
dimensional sampling frequency of 70 c’ deg (Nyquist 
frequency of JS c de@. The lowest frequency that can 
be i~~~~d~~ed by fttiasing is j SC-70 i := 10 c:deg. 8) 
formins appr~~~i~~te~~ shaped recepti\c fields one c;:n 
introduce a neural cutaff frequency ol If) cjdeg, clim- 
inating all components above this ~re~~~~~~?, aliased 
or otherwise. However the ~er~ph~ra~ ~~nd~~~~~p~i~l~ 
is apparently by a Factor of 4 wh~h cannot be 
eI~min~ted this svay (Snyder. 1982; \I~eElntt, 19Y2; 
knnings and ~~arrn~~~ 1981; Osrerbcy, 19353. 
Combined with point (by able, this ~ggests that. 
~ssurn~n~ that the p~rjphe~al lattice hzs suf6cicnr 

regularity. the most sensitive test for a’liasinp would 
involve stabilized or very brief monocular gratings in 
the periphery. 

We have quantitatively analyzed the spatial quality 
of a primate fovea1 cone lattice. We find that it is ;1 

high quality b~xagona~ lattke with a correlation 
kngth of at [east t30 photoreceptors over spans of- 
tens of ~bo~o~~e~tors. We find thaa there is not 
sufficient disorder in the foveal lattice to prevent 
aliasing. Rather the photoreceptor lattice seems tb be 
constructed with sufficient accuracy so that it can 
serve as the ~~nd~rnen~~~ metric for spatial Con 
even in h~~ra~~i~~ tasks, This suggests there is no 
need for any visual rne~ban~~rn to m,easure the -true 
photoreceptor positions and the burden of spatial 
calibration falls on the develapmental processes in- 
volved ir~ the formation of the photoreceptor tartice. 
The measu~me~ts reported here combined with our 
~r~v~~us ~s~&b~~h~s~~a~ resuits suggest a model of 
~pa~~a~ vision in which the ~hot~~e~e~~o~ Mtice is the 
safe geometrical element with all other elements being 
topoh3gical. 

dc~~o~l~~~e~~~zf~-We ~ratefu~~~ ~c~n~~~~d~~ ih-e 
significant cont~bution~ of W~~~~arn H. ?&i&x. Yak tfniver- 
sity. This work was ~ar~~~ly supported by grants from NEf 
~Y~~~~ and ~Y~~~67, Research to Prevent Blindness, the 
Connecticut Lions Eye Research Foundation, Ass&atk~. 
and the Air Force Office of Scieniific Research, Air Force 
Systems Command, USAF. under grmt numbrr 
49~20-$3=C-~Z~. The U.S. Government js ~ut~o~~z~d to 
reproduce and distribute reprints for Go~errxmental pur- 
poses ~otw~thsta~~~n~ any ~opy~~~~ noraaion thereon. 
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